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11. SPEECH SYNTHESIS 

A. WORD RECOGNITION USING SYNTHESIZED 
TEMPLATES* 

Mats Blomberg, Rolf Carlson, Kjell Elenius, Bjortt Granstronz, & Sheri Hunnicutt 

Abstract 
With the ultimate aim of creating a knowledge based speech 

understanding system, we have set up a conceptual framework named 
NEBULA. In this paper we briefly describe some of the components of this 
framework and also report on some experiments where we use a production 
component for generating reference data for the recognition. The production 
component in the form of a speech synthesis system will ideally make the 
collection of training data unnecessary. Preliminary results of an isolated 
word recognition experiment will be presented and discussed. Several 
methods of interfacing the production component to the recogni- 
tion/evaluation component have been pursued. 

1. NEBULA 
During the last years, many experiments have been carried out at our department 

concerning different aspects of speech recognition and speech perception. At the sane 
time work on speech synthesis has been pursued. The speech recognition scheme, 
NEBULA, combines results and methods from these efforts into a coherent system. The 
system is presented in Fig. 1. 

1.1. The front end 

Using conventional signal processing techniques, we have earlier tried some of the 
proposed auditory representations in the context of a speech recognition system 
(Blomberg, Carlson, Elenius, & Granstrom, 1984). Based on one of these models, the 
DOMIN model, we are currently working on a new primary analysis module. This pe- 
ripheral auditory model explores the possibilities for synchrony effects that will en- 
hance spectral peaks and suppress valleys. At the same time, wide band effects will be 
taken into account. 

1.2. Feature extraction 

At the output of the auditory model, the speech is represented as a continuous flow of 
information in multiple channels (Carlson, Granstrom, & Hunnicutt, 1985). This makes 
it possible to use diverse analysis mechanisms which can be simple but should work in 
a coordinated structure. The goal is to formulate the lower levels of speech analysis as a 
parallel structure. The process could include spectral transformations, lateral inhibition, 
temporal onsetloffset effects, and a variety of phonetic-cue detectors. 

*This is an expanded version of a paper presented at the FASE SPEECX'88 meeting i Edinburgh. This 
paper also includes some new experiments along the same lines. 
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NEBULA 

Fig. 1 .  The speech recognition scheme, NEBULA. 

1.3. The lexical component 

The low levels of NEBULA explore the descriptive power of cues, and uses multiple 
cues to analyze, classify, and segment the speech wave. These classifications are used 
during the lexical search (Carlson, Elenius, Granstriim, & Hunnicutt, 1986). Additional 
information from a prediction system is also used in the lexical selection part of NE- 
BULA. As a result of this component, we get a selection of possible words, a cohort. 

1.4. High level linguistic processes 

The mid-portion of NEBULA is currently represented by a syntactic component of 
the text-to-speech system, morphological decomposition in the text-to-speech systern, 
and a concept-to-speech system. A special phrase structure granllnar is employed which 
takes account of word order, phrase order, and grammatical information. These parts 
were originally developed for a different purpose than speech recognitioti, but we ex- 
pect tllem to be applicable in this area as well. 

One of several word prediction algorithms has been designed to find cohorts of pos- 
sible words from partial information generated by a word recognition scheme. Other 
prediction algorithms are being used in handicap applications, to help persons with a 
speech or tnotoric disability or in aphasia rehabilitation. These algorithms are currently 
being complemented with syntactic and semantic components, Hunnicutt (1986). 

1.5. The identification component 

There are presently two types of recognition techniques available for NEBULA. One 
is a whole-word pattern-matching system based on filter bank analysis, cepstral trans- 
formations and non-linear time warping, described in more detail elsewhere (Elenius & 
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Blomberg, 1986). As in other systems of this kind, a separate training session is needed 
to establish acoustic reference data. III our system, the reference material is provided by 
the rule synthesis system. It will be possible to have tlle references generated during the 
recognition process and then take into account word juncture and word position effects, 
which is not easily achievable in conventional word-based speaker-trained systems. 
This is the method used in the present experiments. 

The second method is based on phonetic recognition using a network representation 
of possible realisations of the vocabulary. The acoustic analysis is the same as in the 
previously described method, but the phonetic decisions are based on comparisons to a 
library of synthetic allophones. The network approach enables handling of optional pro- 
nunciations. On the other hand, non-stationary parts of the speech wave may be better 
represented by a more detailed description of the time evolution of the utterance, as in 
the first method. A combination of the two methods would enable the advantages of 
both techniques to be used. 

1.6. Word references from a text-to-speech system 

The phonetic component of a text-to-speech system is used to create references from 
the cohort. The synthesis system has been described elsewhere (Carlson, Granstrom, & 
Hunnicutt, 1982). It is based on rules and has a formant synthesizer as output module. 
These references are sent to the identification and verification part of NEBULA. 

2. Using synthetic templates: previous work 
Use of synthetic speech as a reference for aligning natural speech with dynamic pro- 

gramming techniques has been reported by many authors, i.e., Chamberlain & Bridle, 
1983; Hunt, 1984; Hohne, Coker, Levinson, & Rabiner, 1983; Woods & al., 1976. The 
papers by Chamberlain and by Hohne are mainly concenled with the time-warping as- 
pects of mapping long utterances (sentences) to each other. Hunt cites four reasons be- 
sides the obvious one of improving speech synthesis for the research in this field. First 
he mentions the analysis by synthesis based techtiique as a good method for extracting 
formant frequencies, which seem to be better for indicating phonetic identity than the 
gross spectral shape, often used in speech recognition. Another property of synthetic 
speech is that it can modified to match the voice of the current speaker. Synthesis can 
also be used to exploit knowledge that is available about natural speech such as duration 
and the context of a word. Finally he discusses the positive effect of the perfect con- 
sistency of synthetic speech. It can be used for speaker verification, where the speaker 
characteristics can be related to synthetic speech. In recognition the consistency may be 
used to improve separation between words such as stalagmite and stalactite that have 
phonetically identical parts. After having compared synthetic speech (MITalk) to natu- 
ral speech in some recognition experiments, he notes that aligning speech between natu- 
ral speakers gives considerably better results than using synthetic speech. His conclu- 
sion is that the synthesis rules must be improved before the synthesis can give comnpar- 
able results. 

3. Some experiments within NEBULA 
In 1987 we reported on the ongoing work inside some of the clouds in the NEBULA 

scheme (Blomberg, Carlson, Elenius, & Granstriim, 1987). At that tirne the experi- 
ments were run on three different computers and two different kinds of special hard- 
ware. This created practical probletns and slowed down the continuation of the work. 
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During the last year, both the synthesis and the recognition software have been imple- 
mented on our Apollo work stations. This has opened up new possibilities to make ad- 
ditional experiments along the same lines as before. The interaction between the dif- 
ferent ~noclules in NEBULA is now fast and easy. We will in this paper review the ear- 
lier work and report some results frorn a new test series. This paper also includes adcli- 
tional experiments that were not included in the written version that is published hl the 
proceeding of the SPEECH'88 FASE syrnposiu~n (Blomberg, Carlson, Elenius, 
Granstrorn, & Hunnicutt, 1988). 

3.1. Test vocabulary and subjects 

In all experiments reported in this paper, the lexical search was simulatetl. hi this 
case, the suggested preliminary analysis only discriminates between vowel and conso- 
nant and identifies the stressed syllables. A 26-word cohort was chosen which was of 
the type "VCVCC'VC. It was drawn from a corpus consisting of the most frequent 
10,000 words of Swedish. Ten male subjects were asked to read the 26 words from a list 
with little instruction except to pronounce each word separately. The vocabulary was 
recorded in a normal office room with additional noise from a personal computer. 

The word structure, in most cnyes, is a compound word with a bisyllabic initial 
morph. The structure is rich enough to expose a variety of deviations among the sub- 
jects and a sytlthesized reference. These deviations generally occur across the com- 
pound boundary. Both deletions and insertions or hypercorrect pronunciatioris occur 
and 37 such deviations from tlle nonn were identified among the total of 26*10 wortls 
recorded. Within the cohort there are many examples of morphological overlap as can 
be seen from the list of words in Table 3. One word pair (14 'aventyrs' and 15 
'aventyr') differs in only one consonantal segment. 

3.2. Preliminary recognition results; EXPERIMENT 1 

The recorded speech material was used as input to the pattern- matching verification 
component of NEBULA, which in the first experiment consisted of the special hard- 
ware recogniticn system developed at KTH. The output from our hardware text-to- 
speech system was recorded and used to train this system. No adjustments were done to 
the synthesis in this first stage. 74.6% of the test words were identified correctly. 

In addition to the synthesis, each speaker was used to create references for the other 
speakers. All the human speakers served better as reference speakers than the synthesis, 
and the correct result ranged from 79.1% to 93.6% with an average value of 89.5%. 

At an early point we noticed discrepancies in the durational structure of the synthetic 
and the human speech. Differences in segment duration will cause spectral differences 
that cannot be eliminated by a time warping procedure, since time dependent coarticu- 
lation and reduction rules are active in the synthesis system. The segmental durations 
for one speaker were measured and the durational framework for each word was im- 
posed on the synthesis. The result showed an increase to 81.5% correct identification, 
wliich is slightly better than our worst human speaker. Tlle results from our experiments 
are summarized in Tables 1 and 2, and Fig. 2. 
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gave a mean of 92.8%. The two worst cases were 84.7% and 88.9%. These results are 
presented in Table 2 and Fig. 2. 

In Fig. 4 the distance between the correct and the best incorrect match is shown for 
both a typical human reference and the synthesis. We can observe that the distribution is 
different in at least two aspects. The data points are closer to the diagonal in the syn- 
thesis case compared to the human case. This means the synthesis gives a less confident 
answer even if it is correct. Also the mean distances between the synthesized reference 
and the test vocabulary are 17% larger cornpared to the corresponding distances using 
references by human speakers. To reduce the distances to a comparable or smaller value 
and to push it away from the diagonal is a challenge for our continued work. 

Reference pattern 

Human Speakers 
25 Ins and 10 ms sampling: 90.7 92.8 

Parameter Generated Spectrum 
20 ms, m u  of two frames: 78.4 

Parameter Generated Spectrum 
20msand10mssatnpling: 81.1 82.4 

Table 2 .  Result porn the recognition experiment 3 

Correct 
recognition 

Type of reference 
0 ' 
/a 

Iiuman Synthetic 
l o o  T 

Synthesized spectra 
ex0.3 

exp. 1 

74,6 

25 rns 25 rns 10 m s  25 rns 25 rns 20rns rnax 20rns 10 m s  1 0  ms 
Hardware Software Hardware Softivar a 

Type of front end analysis 

Fig. 2 .  Recognition results in the experinzents using difirent kinds of references. 

A confusion matrix of the experiment 3 (20 ms frames) is shown in Table 3. We can 
observe that the word 'ingenting' has been over-represented in the responses. A com- 
parison is made in Fig. 5 between the tense vowel /e:/ and the lax /I/ for the same 
speaker pronouncing words 13:enighet and 3:ingenting. It is obvious that the spectral 
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shape of the main stressed vowel in this case can not be used as a distinguishing cue. 
However, relative duration, coarticulation aid diphthongization can give supportive in- 
formation for vowel discrimination. 

As a complement to the case study of the /e:/ and /I/ mentioned above we made a statis- 
tical analysis of the energy distribution, see Fig. 6. The figures are created by making a 
two dimensional histogram of the energylfrequency distribution of the observed mate- 
rial. This distribution is then divided in 10% intervals, which are drawn in the graph. 
The 30%, 50% and 70% are marked with a thicker line. This method is used in our gen- 
eral work with our speech data-base (Carlson & Granstrotn, 1985). The two phonemes 
were analyzed UI initial and final position in the same recorded materials. A stnall dif- 
ference in the higher formants can be seen as expected. If we compare the spectrum in 
initial and final position, we find a small difference in spectral slope which can be re- 
ferred to the glottal source. Several studies at our laboratory have been dealing with 
these types of variations (Fant, Liljencrants, & Lin, 1985). 

o b e k v h  
uppenbar 
ingenting 
ovanfor 
innanfor 
inifrh . 
inornhus 
utanfor . 
utifrh . 
utonlhus 
uppifrh 
egendom 
enighet . 
aventyrs 
aventyr 
overskott 
overgick 
oppenhet 
uteblev . 
uteslot . 

overgar 
overgett 
Aterstod 
Aterst& . 
Aterger . 
aterkom 

Table 3 .  Cotfusion nzatvix for Experiment 3 (20 ms fianzes). 

3.5. Improved synthesis; EXPERIMENT 4 

Detailed analysis of the results gave good information on basic errors in the syn- 
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thesis. First the phonetic transcription was not according to the typical pronunciation of 
the speakers. The Ig l  in 'enighet' was for example deleted by most speakers. This cre- 
ated most of the errors for this word. 

Human Reference Synthesis 

1000 2000 3000 4000 5000 6000 7000 

Correct Match Correct Match 

Fig. 4.  The distance between the correct stimulus and tlte correct reference, arid 
between the correct stimulus and the best incorrect match. Human reference 
a )  and synthetic reference b).  

FFTBW ( 30ms 283 HZ) 

Fig. 5.  Spectral section of 111 in the word 'irzgerttirtg' and 1e:l in the word 'enigltet' 
for one of the speakers. 
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a 
Frame: 20 FFTBW ( 30ms 283 HZ) 

c 1 
Frame: 40 FFE3W ( 30ms 283 HZ) 

b 
Frame: 40 FFTBW ( 30ms 283 HZ) 

d 1 
Frame: 20 FFTBW ( 30ms 283 HZ) 

Fig. 6 .  Energy distribution for initial and final 1e:l (top) and initial and final / I /  
(bottom). 

The synthesis system used so far is based on smoothetl square waves for most of the 
parameters. This has proven to be a good method for interpolation in many cases. It will 
automatically create reduction effects when the duration of a segment is short. The 
method is related to the thinking that the production of speech can be simulated by con- 
trol step functions smoothed by the muscular/mechanical system of articulators. How- 
ever, the frequency domain is probably not the correct donlain for this smoothing. Ar- 
ticulatory parameters are more natural in this respect. As an alternative we are cursently 
building a slightly different synthesis system where the parameters are specified by tar- 
get values and the time it takes to reach this value. The movement towards a target can 
be interrupted by a new target. Unfortunately this method adds new demands on the 
system. Reduction does not come automatically as before. It has to be described in a 
more explicit way. On the other hand phonetic knowledge call be more accurately speci- 
fied. 



As a final experiment word references from this new system was tested in a recogni- 
tion experiment. Several new synthesis aspects were considered. Different allophones 
for the /r/ phoneme was used in the 'CV' or 'VC' position. The diphthong /e:/ was ad- 
justed. Fig. 7 shows the synthesis spectrum for /e:/ compared to the energy histogran 
from Fig. 6a. This experiment gave a result of 88.5% accuracy, which is better than the 
worst human reference and close to the second to last one. 

3.6. Analyzing identification results 

In order to analyze the recognition results we can use a program giving a display as 
seen in Figs. 8a and 8b. Before time aligning words by dynamic programming they are 
linearly normalized to a nominal length of 800 ms - or 80 cepstral frames, since frames 
in this experiment are calculated at 10 ms intervals. At the top we see the warping func- 
tion as a thin line. The bold line is a cepstral difference function between the matched 
words calculated along the warping function. Below this plot we see the three energy 
functions displaying: I )  the test word (bold), 2) the time warped reference word, and 3) 
the reference word. Below these we see two 16 band spectral sections of corresponding 
frames at a point along the time warp. The bold section belongs to the test word and the 
other is from the reference. The time point is marked by a vertical bar in the warped 
difference function at the top. 

The display makes it possible to interactively analyse why words are misrecognized and 
what part of the words are mismatched. It also gives a means of understanding what 
makes the test word more similar to an incorrect reference than to the correct one. In 
this case we are analysing the test word 'aventyr' by speaker GF that was erroneously 
identified as the synthesized reference 'ingenting'. In Fig. 8a we see the result of 
matching 'aventyr' by GF to the synthesized version of the sane word and in Fig. 8b 
we see it matched to the synthesized word 'ingenting'. The spectral sections are from 
the first vowel as marked by the vertical bar in the cepstral difference plot. The cepstral 
distance is larger between 'ae' and the synthetic 'ae' than between 'ae' and the syn- 
thetic 'i'. The corresponding plots of spectral sections show that in this case the syn- 
thetic 'ae' (8a) has too little low energy compared to the natural voice (the bold line). It 
should be stressed that during identification the matching is done in the cepstral domain, 
not in the frequency domain, and that one should be careful about conclusions drawn 
fiom looking only at spectral sections. 

3.7. Comparison between the experiments 

Fig. 2 shows the results from all experiments. It can be seen that various irnprove- 
ments have successively raised the recognition accuracy. The increased frame rate gave 
a bigger improvement for the human references compared to the synthetic. 

4. Concluding remarks 
In our paper we have reported on some experiments, which are part of a long tenn 

project towards a knowledge based speech recognition system, NEBULA. We have 
taken the extreme stand in these experiments of comparing human speech to predicted 
pronunciations on the acoustic level with the help of a straightforward pattern matching 
technique. The significantly better results when human references are used was not a 
surprise. It is well known that text-to-speech systems still need more work before they 
reach human quality. However, the results can be regarded as encouraging. 
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In the last experiments we reached an important goal in our work strategy. We have 
created an experimental system that gives us control of each separate module of the 
system. We can easily do a spectral colnparison between synthesis and human speech. 
We can adjust the spectral shapes in order to adapt the synthesis to a specific speaker. 
This will give us valuable feed-back on both the prediction/synthesis component and the 
matching algorithm, and some information on how these components should interact 
when exposed to a variety of speakers. 
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